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of the fat he diminished and the. water increased, the converse,
being the ease in summer. Train oil ean he used instead
of the dearer sperm or rape oil, but it must first have been
specially treated.
When train oil is exposed to a moderately low tempera-
ture, •/,<!. about '10" KM a considerable quantity of hitherto dis-
solved fat separates out, the, remaining liquid beinjj more
fluid than be, fore, and specially adapted for adding to the
above greases, whilst the solid portion ean be utilised in
soapmaking or for the preparation of special lubricants.
Ye/tow l*<thti O/7, tfwtp, and Soda {//vv/,sr.v:   -
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Tli<i palm oil is first melte<land then mixed with the soap ;
when this also is melted, the soda dissolved in -10 or (U) parts
of hoi. water is run in and the mass well stirred, the remainder
of the. water bein^ incorporated with the masM, which in kept
hot throughout. When all the water is in the pan, the
oonkwtH of the latter are poured into a vat and stirred until
they begin to net,
Another way of preparing thenc greases is by melting the fat
and soap together in a pan and mixing them by stirring, ttape
oil, which is rather dear, may bo replaced by an equal quantity
of train oil. Horse fat iw recommended by some, but. iiukch
the melting point of the grease more than the liquid fntn,
The. Hod a in dissolved in the necessary amount of water in
a second pan, the solution being heated to boiling and then
mixed with the melted fat in a third v<*HHrl by ntirring, thi«
being continued ub long an the consistency of the iiwhh will
allow,
A hotter clans of grease in compounded of palm oil and
rape oil, the, nod a being replaced by a corresponding amount of
caustic soda. This grease dotmnot contain any emulsion, but

